
ize they are still in the chase. They press on through the fog, with Ferrari,
when forced to stop for gas at Winslow, Arizona.
(47) FERRARI: Gas stop at Flagstaff brings Cadillac even again. Icy road
forces both cars to slow to 60 mph. Not wanting Cadillac to follow on Ash
Fork, Arizona turn to route 89, they permit their rival to gain a mile lead.
Turn south is made without being spotted by Cadillac crew.
(48) TANKERS: Tom Marbut, who is navigating, is asleep when Ash Fork
cut-off is passed. This forces the team to take a more conventional route
into California.
(49) FERRARI: Masterful driving by Gurney negotiates the extremely dan-
gerous stretches of Route 89 through the Prescott National Forest and the
cliffside highway at Yarnell with relative ease. Yates proves "Ban don't
wear off."

TUESDAY FORENOON
(50) MOON TRASH: Arrested for speeding near Ash Fork, Arizona. Lose 15
minutes.
(51) TANKERS: Arrested for speeding in Kingman, Arizona. Lose 20 minutes.
(52) FERRARI: Arrested for speeding in Quartzsite, Arizona. Lose 15 min.
(53) CADILLAC: Arrested for speeding near Needles, California. Lose 15 min.
(54) TANKERS: Arrested for speeding in Ludlow, California. Lose 15 min.
(55) PRDA: Meet up with Cadillac at Needles. The two began a 215-mile
battle, passing and re-passing, that lasts until San Bernardino, California.
(56) TANKERS: Following their arrest in Ludlow, they are followed for next
100 miles by a patrol car (not the one that had arrested them). They dare not
exceed 65 mph.
(57) FERRARI: Convinced they have lost, crew checks Ferrari's top speed
(172 mph) on Interstate 10 east of Indio then decided to try to make the run
in under 36 hours to salvage at least part of their honor.
(58) CADILLAC: Knowing they are leading the PRDA on elapsed time, an
argument erupts over whether or not to follow the PRDA to Portofino—au-
tomatically beating them (because PRDA left earlier)—or to race onward at
the risk that someone else might beat them both.
(59) PRDA: While the Cadillac crew argues, the PRDA hides behind a slow-

moving truck, lets the Cadillac run ahead (much as the Ferrari had done
earlier), then cuts off to the Riverside Freeway, a shorter, faster route. The
Cadillac continues east on the congested San Bernardino Freeway.
(60) FERRARI: After a particularly brisk, but inconspicuous run over the Riv-
erside, Newport, Garden Grove and San Diego Freeways, they reach the
Portofino Inn, and are surprised to find no other competitors have made it
before them. Their time, which seems to be a winner, is 35 hours and 54
minutes.
(61) PRDA: The shorter freeway route makes the difference. They arrive 53
minutes behind the Ferrari, in 36 hours and 47 minutes, a solid second.
(62) CADILLAC: The longer freeway trip costs them 12 minutes and they
end up losing second place to the PRDA by nine minutes. However their
time of 36 hours and 56 minutes gives them third and the problem of what
to do with the car—its owner isn't expecting delivery for three more days.
(63) AMX: Running strong, they pass the Travco at El Reno, Oklahoma.
(64) TANKERS: They finish fourth, recording a time of 37 hours and 45 min-
utes.
(65) MG: Minus his car, but having flown in from Columbus, Wes Dawn ap-
pears at the Portofino to greet the finishers.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
(66) MOON TRASH: Bloody but unbowed, the weary team rolls across the
finish. Despite their troubles they have recorded an exceptional time of 39
hours and 3 minutes.

TUESDAY EVENING
(67) TRAVCO: While crossing the Continental Divide, a swerve by Frasson
spills a pan of hot lasagna off the stove and onto the motor home's shag
rug. This is probably the most critical moment in the entire running of the
Cannonball Baker.
(68) AMX: Finishes in 37 hours and 48 minutes, taking fifth place and losing
to the Little Rock Tankers by three minutes. The crew is extremely fatigued.
(69) TRAVCO: Finishes in 57 hours and 25 minutes, surely a record for motor
homes and only 21 hours behind the winner. If only they hadn't spilled that
lasagna!
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A diary of the events and
happenings to the contestants

in the Cannonball Baker:
the route they rode, the time

they took, the stops they
jnade, the troubles they had,

the cops they met. . .


